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Background: Pairing peripheral electrical stimulation (ES) and transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) increases corticospinal excitability when applied with a specific
temporal pattern. When the two stimulation techniques are applied separately,
motor imagery (MI)-related oscillatory modulation amplifies both ES-related cortical
effects—sensorimotor event-related desynchronization (ERD), and TMS-induced
peripheral responses—motor-evoked potentials (MEP). However, the influence of brain
self-regulation on the associative pairing of these stimulation techniques is still unclear.

Objective: The aim of this pilot study was to investigate the effects of MI-related ERD
during associative ES and TMS on subsequent corticospinal excitability.

Method: The paired application of functional electrical stimulation (FES) of the extensor
digitorum communis (EDC) muscle and subsequent single-pulse TMS (110% resting
motor threshold (RMT)) of the contralateral primary motor cortex (M1) was controlled
by beta-band (16–22 Hz) ERD during MI of finger extension and applied within a brain-
machine interface environment in six healthy subjects. Neural correlates were probed by
acquiring the stimulus-response curve (SRC) of both MEP peak-to-peak amplitude and
area under the curve (AUC) before and after the intervention.

Result: The application of approximately 150 pairs of associative FES and TMS
resulted in a significant increase of MEP amplitudes and AUC, indicating that the
induced increase of corticospinal excitability was mediated by the recruitment of
additional neuronal pools. MEP increases were brain state-dependent and correlated
with beta-band ERD, but not with the background EDC muscle activity; this finding was
independent of the FES intensity applied.

Conclusion: These results could be relevant for developing closed-loop therapeutic
approaches such as the application of brain state-dependent, paired associative
stimulation (PAS) in the context of neurorehabilitation.

Keywords: transcranial magnetic stimulation, neuromuscular electric stimulation, brain-machine interface,
brain-computer interface, motor cortex plasticity, beta-band, brain state-dependent stimulation, closed-loop
stimulation
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INTRODUCTION

Paired associative stimulation (PAS) has become a widely
used method for inducing motor cortex (M1) plasticity.
Pairing peripheral electrical stimulation (ES) with single pulse
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the contralateral
M1 modulates corticospinal excitability in accordance with the
specific temporal pattern between these two cortical inputs (for
review, see Carson and Kennedy, 2013).

Both cognitive factors such as attention (Stefan et al., 2004)
and behavioral factors like voluntary muscle contraction (Stein
et al., 2013) are known to influence the PAS effects, implying
that this associative stimulation protocol is dependent on
the brain state. This is further supported by the observation
of preconditioning effects of other non-invasive stimulation
techniques before a PAS protocol such as transcranial direct
current stimulation (tDCS; Nitsche et al., 2007), repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS; Potter-Nerger et al.,
2009), theta burst stimulation (TBS; Popa et al., 2013) or PAS
itself (Müller-Dahlhaus et al., 2015). Facilitative or inhibitory
tDCS for example has increased or decreased the effects of a
subsequent PAS protocol, respectively (Nitsche et al., 2007). Such
combined interventions may thereby have also beneficial effects
on the motor training during neurorehabilitation (Celnik et al.,
2009). Non-invasive stimulation protocols may though reveal
a large variability of their induced effects as well (Delvendahl
et al., 2012; Murase et al., 2015; Nicolo et al., 2015; Strube
et al., 2015). When applying a facilitative PAS protocol to a
group of 36 subjects for example, 24 subjects were identified
as facilitators and 12 subjects as non-facilitators, i.e., revealing
opposite effects after the same intervention (Delvendahl et al.,
2012).

However, to date, the physiological evaluation of intrinsic
brain state effects on peripheral-cortical PAS is scarce. The
influence of prior muscle activity on stimulation effects and the
large inter-trial variability of brain activity might be challenging
for such a purpose (Hess et al., 1986; Di Lazzaro et al., 1998b;
Darling et al., 2006; Mitchell et al., 2007).

Brain-machine interfaces (BMI) may help us to overcome
some of these limitations by volitional modulation of brain
activity during brain stimulation (Gharabaghi et al., 2014a;
Gharabaghi, 2015; Kraus et al., 2016b). Feedback of motor
imagery (MI)-related sensorimotor desynchronization (ERD),
which resembles movement-related power changes (Miller et al.,
2007), reinforces the targeted brain states without the necessity
to perform actual movements (Wolpaw et al., 2002; Daly
and Wolpaw, 2008; Jensen et al., 2011). Along these lines,
proprioceptive feedback was recently shown to be particularly
suited to facilitate MI-related brain self-regulation (Vukelić
and Gharabaghi, 2015a). Functional electrical stimulation
(FES) might provide such proprioceptive feedback while
simultaneously serving as the peripheral constituent within a
PAS paradigm. More specifically, FES could be used as the
feedback modality for BMI-mediated brain self-regulation on the
one hand and for afferent facilitation (AF) of subsequent TMS
on the other, thus constituting a powerful link between these two
interventions.

In this context, MI-related oscillatory modulation has
already been shown to amplify both FES-related cortical
effects—sensorimotor ERD (Reynolds et al., 2015) and TMS-
induced peripheral responses—motor-evoked potentials (MEP;
Takemi et al., 2013)—when these stimulation techniques
are applied separately. However, the influence of MI-related
oscillatory modulation, e.g., of the sensorimotor rhythm (SMR),
on associative pairing of these stimulation techniques remains
unclear. The SMR is modulated by thalamo-cortical and cortico-
cortical interactions (Thut and Miniussi, 2009; Jensen and
Mazaheri, 2010) and reflects the current brain state (Salinas
and Thier, 2000; Chance et al., 2002), i.e., high and low
activity indicates inhibitory and excitatory states, respectively.
Fluctuations of the SMR may thus determine the brain’s
responsiveness to an excitatory drive and thus at least partly
account for the trial-to-trial variance of the MEP amplitude
induced by TMS (Kiers et al., 1993; Thickbroom et al., 1999;
Darling et al., 2006). The application of TMS during up-states
of slow oscillation sleep waves (Bergmann et al., 2012) or during
ERD of the SMR increases the instantaneous MEP amplitude
(Takemi et al., 2013).

When brain state-dependent single pulse TMS was applied
in a closed-loop paradigm controlled by SMR, increases
of corticospinal excitability persisted beyond the period of
stimulation (Kraus et al., 2016b). By contrast, the identical
stimulation pattern, when applied independent of the brain state
in the control experiment, resulted in a decrease of corticospinal
excitability (Kraus et al., 2016b).

The α- and β-frequency bands of the SMR fluctuate
during actual, imagined and observed movements with a
highly correlated pattern, despite serving distinct functional
mechanisms (vanWijk et al., 2012; Kilavik et al., 2013; Brinkman
et al., 2014). Gating information by inhibiting task-irrelevant
regions is attributed to α-activity (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010),
while β-activity disinhibits the sensorimotor cortex and mediates
the coherent interaction with the muscles (Mima et al., 2000;
Kristeva et al., 2007; van Wijk et al., 2012; Kilavik et al.,
2013; Aumann and Prut, 2015; Naros and Gharabaghi, 2015).
Such functional differences become particularly relevant in
the context of therapeutic neurofeedback interventions (Bauer
and Gharabaghi, 2015a,b; Naros and Gharabaghi, 2015). We
therefore opted for brain self-regulation of β-band ERD as the
physiological marker with which to modulate the effects of
repetitive PAS on corticospinal excitability.

We used a BMI environment in conjunction with kinesthetic
MI-related ERD in the β-band (16–22 Hz) to probe paired FES of
hand opening with TMS of the contralateral M1, and tested for
increases in corticospinal excitability, indexed byMEP amplitude
and area under the curve (AUC).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Six healthy subjects (mean age, 23.7 ± 6.6 years, range
20–37 years, 3 female) with no contraindications to TMS (Rossi
et al., 2009) and no history of psychiatric or neurological
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disease were recruited for this study. Right-handedness was
confirmed by the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield,
1971). All subjects gave their prior written informed consent to
participation in the study, which had been approved by our local
ethics committee. The study was carried out in accordance with
the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki. The general
experimental setup for data recording, stimulation protocols
and BMI setup has already been described in detail elsewhere
(Gharabaghi et al., 2014a; Kraus et al., 2016a,b) and is cited here
when applied in the same way.

Recordings
Electromyography (EMG)
Weused Ag/AgCI AmbuNeuroline 720 wet gel surface electrodes
(Ambu GmbH, Germany) to record electromyography (EMG)
activity from the left Extensor Digitorum Communis (EDC)
muscle during the intervention. This muscle was chosen with
future applications of this technique in paretic stroke patients
in mind. We placed two electrodes on the muscle belly 2 cm
apart from each other. After filtering between 0.16 Hz and 1 kHz,
EMGwas recorded with 1.1 kHz by the BrainAmp ExGAmplifier
during the intervention and during the assessment of plastic
changes (see below).

Electroencephalography (EEG)
Throughout the experiment, Ag/AgCl electrodes (BrainCap for
TMS, Brainproducts GmbH, Germany) with DC amplifiers
and an antialiasing filter (BrainAmp, Brainproducts GmbH,

Germany) were used to record electroencephalography (EEG)
signals in a 64 channel setup which complied with the
international 10–20 system. For each experiment, impedances
at all electrodes were set below 10 k�. Following digitization
at 1.1 kHz rate, high-pass filtering with 0.16 Hz and low-pass
filtering with 1000 Hz, the EEG signals were transferred for
online analysis to Matlab, where they were later stored offline.
Since it could influence electrophysiological recordings, we made
every effort to remove any potential source of ambient noise from
the experimental environment by turning off mobile phones,
unplugging superfluous power supplies, computers etc. The
effect of this procedure on, for example, the 50 Hz line noise, was
verified online (Kraus et al., 2016a).

TMS Protocol
We used a navigated TMS stimulator (MagPro-R30+MagOption,
MagVenture, Willich, Germany) with a biphasic current
waveform connected to a figure-8 MCF-B70 coil (97 mm
outer diameter) to determine MEP stimulus-response curves
(SRC) before and after the intervention, as well as during
the intervention (Figure 1). For the coil navigation, we used
frameless stereotaxy (TMS Navigator, Localite GmbH, Sankt
Augustin, Germany) with a standard MNI data set (MNI
ICBM152 non-linear symmetric T1 Average Brain).

Subjects were seated in a comfortable reclining chair. The
representation of the left EDC in the right M1 was determined
for each subject prior to the onset of the first TMS assessment.
We used 40% of maximum stimulator output (MSO) at the

FIGURE 1 | Experimental design and structure of the study.
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hand knob position as the initial intensity. Whenever there
was not enough initial stimulator output to elicit MEPs, we
increased output in steps of 5%. We ensured that the orientation
of the coil remained perpendicular to the central sulcus and
defined the coil site that consistently elicited the largest MEPs
as our stimulation site. The optimal coil location remained
constant throughout the session (Kraus and Gharabaghi, 2015).
The resting motor threshold (RMT) was then determined by
the relative frequency method, i.e., by detecting the minimum
stimulus intensity (in steps of 2% of MSO) that resulted in
MEPs >50 µV in the peak-to-peak amplitude in at least 5
out of 10 consecutive trials (Groppa et al., 2012). We acquired
the MEP stimulus-response curve (SRC) for 90, 100, 110,
120, 130, 140, 145, and 150% RMT to determine corticospinal
excitability at baseline (prior to intervention) and after the
intervention.

Approximately 80 stimuli were applied during each ∼10-min
SRC procedure. Subjects were requested to keep their muscles
relaxed for the duration of all TMS measurements. We inspected
the EMG data during offline analysis, discarding any trials
containing muscle preactivation. Less than 1% of all trials were
rejected due to contamination by muscle activity (Kraus et al.,
2016a).

Experimental Condition
An outline of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. The
intervention lasted for approximately 60 min and consisted of
15 runs. Each run took approximately 2.5 min and contained
15 trials. A preparation phase of 2 s marked the onset of each
trial. This was followed by a 6 s MI phase and a 6 s rest phase.
The auditory cues ‘‘left hand’’, ‘‘go’’ and ‘‘relax’’—presented by
a recorded female voice—marked the onset of the preparation,
imagery and rest phases. In all trials, subjects performed the
same kinesthetic MI task during the MI phase. They were
asked to imagine and to sense the opening of their left hand,
i.e., finger extension, from a first person perspective without
actually moving it. Notably, they were instructed to continue
with MI even when FES occurred, because MI has been shown
to amplify FES-related ERD when applied concurrently and not
only when triggering the peripheral stimulation (Reynolds et al.,
2015).

Custom written C++ and Matlab codes were used to handle
the EEG data stream and the device communication for FES
of the left EDC muscle (RehaStim 2+r, Hasomed GmbH,
Magdeburg, Germany) and TMS of the right M1 (MagPro-
R30+MagOption, MagVenture, Willich, Germany). The online
detection of event-related desynchronization (ERD) in the
β-band (16–22 Hz) during MI phase for activating PAS was
based on a BMI procedure as described in detail elsewhere
(Gharabaghi et al., 2014a; Kraus et al., 2016a,b). While classical
assistive BMI approaches choose a subject-specific frequency
band and/or alpha frequency to maximize the classification
accuracy e.g., between motor-imagery and rest, rehabilitative
BMI approaches, such as the one used in this study, seek
to restore the communication between cortex and periphery
(Kraus et al., 2016a,b). This interaction is naturally mediated
in the β-band (Mima et al., 2000; Kristeva et al., 2007;

van Wijk et al., 2012; Kilavik et al., 2013). We therefore
selected this frequency band to mediate the disinhibition of
the sensorimotor cortex and the coherent interaction with
the muscles (Naros and Gharabaghi, 2015), rather than the
α-band which gates information by inhibiting task-irrelevant
regions (Mazaheri and Jensen, 2010). Along these lines,
self-regulation of the β-band was recently shown to be
facilitated by proprioceptive rather than by visual feedback
(Brauchle et al., 2015; Vukelić and Gharabaghi, 2015a). This
intervention increased corticospinal excitability (Kraus et al.,
2016a), activated the distributed cortical motor network (Vukelić
et al., 2014; Vukelić and Gharabaghi, 2015a,b) and bridged
the gap between the abilities and cortical networks of MI
and motor execution (Bauer et al., 2015). We therefore
opted for β-band ERD with proprioceptive feedback in this
study as well.

ERD was analyzed at electrodes FC4, C4 and CP4 over the
right sensorimotor area during the MI phase (McFarland et al.,
2000). The threshold for initiating the PAS was calculated in
every trial and defined as the difference between the mean
and the standard deviation of the event-related synchronization
(ERS) during rest. A linear classifier with nine features consisting
of three channels (FC4, C4, and CP4) and three independent
2-Hz frequency bins for estimation of spectral power from 16
to 22 Hz was used to detect decreases in SMR power in the
β-band. The spectral power was calculated with an autoregressive
model order of 32 (McFarland and Wolpaw, 2008). This was
fitted to the last 500 ms of the signal and updated every
40 ms. Classifier output was positive when five consecutive
40 ms epochs (i.e., 200 ms) were classified as ERD-positive.
An epoch was not considered to be ERD-positive until the
output of the classifier exceeded the threshold (Walter et al.,
2012; Gharabaghi et al., 2014a; Kraus et al., 2016b). Stimulation
did not occur whenever the threshold was not met due to
ERS or when the ERD was not consistent, i.e., not long
and/or strong enough. If the threshold was not met due
to insufficient ERD, no PAS was initiated. Whenever the
threshold was met, FES began and was followed by a TMS
pulse.

FES was applied with a 1 ms pulse width and at a frequency
of 100 Hz, which has been shown to optimize conditioning of
subsequent TMS effects on corticospinal excitability (Mang et al.,
2010).MaximumFES intensity was individually adjusted for each
subject to achieve complete hand opening, resulting in a mean
of 6.8 ± 1.7 mA; each FES train included a 0.5 s ramping phase
and was 2.5 s long. A biphasic single TMS pulse with 110%
RMT was used to stimulate the EDC ‘‘hotspot’’ of the right M1
50 ms following the last shock of the FES train, since this latency
is particularly suited for suprathreshold proprioceptive AF of
the primary motor region controlling hand and wrist muscles
(Devanne et al., 2009).

Data Analysis
Data was analyzed using Matlab R2011b (Mathworks) with a
custom built code and the Fieldtrip software package (Oostenveld
et al., 2011).
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Data Pre-Processing
The analysis focused on the trials in which the subjects were
able to initiate the brain-controlled paired stimulation. EEG
recorded during the intervention was divided into epochs
consisting of preparation (2 s), feedback (6 s) and rest (6 s).
EEG trials with an amplitude range >200 µV during the
non-stimulation time were automatically discarded. Additional
visual inspection of the complete trial length was performed to
remove any remaining artifacted trials of EEG data that had
not been captured by the automated procedure. Moreover, a
visual inspection of the EMG traces was performed as well to
account for the muscle preactivation; trials exceeding 50 µV
were excluded from the analysis. In all, about 14% of the
trials were discarded. This enabled us to make an artifact-free
estimation of mean β-modulation and EMG activity. Using a
zero-phase lag window-based Finite Impulsive Response (FIR)
filter with a filter order of 1000, the data was detrended and band-
pass filtered between 2–45 Hz (EEG) and 10–250 Hz (EMG),
respectively.

Estimation of Mean β-Modulation
For the first 1.5 s of the FES-free MI phase, a time-frequency
representation of the feedback channels (FC4/C4/CP4)
and the frequency range from 4 to 40 Hz (dpss taper,
time step-size of 40 ms, 4 cycles adaptive window width,
0.5 Hz frequency step) was computed to estimate the mean
β-modulation. Following log transformation, the event-related
spectral perturbation (ERSP) was calculated for every trial,
channel and frequency bin by applying the z-score and
averaging over trials, channels and the frequencies from 16 to
22 Hz.

Stimulus-Response Curve (SRC)
We performed an N-way ANOVA with Time (pre-
and post-intervention), Intensity (8 levels; see below)
and Subject as random factors for the MEP peak-to-
peak amplitude and MEP AUC. Post hoc testing was
performed as described below for the different parameters of
the SRC.

A three-parameter Boltzmann sigmoidal function was fitted
using equations 1 and 2 for the peak-to-peak MEP amplitude
curve and for the area under the MEP curve, respectively, of
the pre and post responses of all subjects (Devanne et al., 1997;
Houdayer et al., 2008; Möller et al., 2009).

MEP(S) = MEPmax/
(
1+ exp

(
(S50 − S) /k

))
(1)

MEParea(S) = MEPmaxarea/
(
1+ exp ((Sarea 50 − S) /m)

)
(2)

In equation 1, MEP(S) represents the mean peak-to-peak
MEP, and in equation 2, MEParea(S) represents the mean
area under the MEP curve (AUC), as elicited by a stimulus
intensity S. MEPmax and MEPmaxarea represent the saturation
amplitude of the peak-to-peak MEP amplitude and the MEP
AUC, respectively. S50 and Sarea50 stand for the stimulation
intensity required to obtain 50% of MEPmax and MEPmaxarea,
respectively. K and m are the respective slope parameters

representing the recruitment gain in the corticospinal pathway
(Devanne et al., 1997).

This procedure resulted in a mean SRC of all subjects for pre-
and post-intervention. A 95% confidence interval was calculated
for each curve parameter and for the curves. The 95% confidence
intervals of the pre- and post-intervention SRCs were then
compared to each other by calculating the difference of their
means and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Both
pre- and post-intervention curve parameters were then tested for
significance using the method described by Altman and Bland
(2011). P values for the differences in MEPmax, MEPmaxarea,
S50, Sarea50, m and k were calculated and Bonferroni corrected
for multiple comparison (α = 0.008; Kraus et al., 2016a).

Correlation of SRC Change with ERD Performance
The change in the SRC (post-pre) for both the mean MEP peak-
to-peak amplitude and AUC was compared to the event-related
cortical power and concurrent EMG activity during FES-free MI,
i.e., first 1.5 s of the task (Pearson correlation). Partial correlation
analysis accounted for the subject specific FES intensity. Since
we expected an inverse relationship between the ERSP and the
SRC changes, we applied a one-sided t-test for the correlation
coefficient.

RESULTS

The subjects initiated PAS in 85.7 ± 2.3% of the trials via
brain self-regulation. The average number of stimuli applied per
subject was 149 ± 2.4. The EEG topography revealed lateralized
sensorimotor beta-band ERD during MI in self-regulated cortex
(Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 | Topographical distribution of event-related spectral
perturbations (ERSPs) during the motor imagery (MI) phase before
functional electrical stimulation (FES) onset, i.e., 0–1.5 s after the “Go”
cue, averaged across all trials of all subjects in the frequency range of
16–22 Hz. Blue color indicates desynchronization relative to the rest period
with units in standard deviation. Filled circles indicate the feedback channels.
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MEP Stimulus-Response Curves
Visual inspection of the individual SRCs revealed five subjects
as facilitators with increased SRCs and one subject as a non-
facilitator with a strong reversed effect. The ANOVA for the
facilitator group revealed a significant effect of the factor
Time for both MEP peak-to-peak amplitude (F(1,4) = 23.5;
p < 0.01) and MEP AUC (F(1,4) = 26.08; p < 0.001) and
for factor Intensity for both MEP peak-to-peak amplitude
(F(2,4) = 66.61; p < 0.001) and MEP AUC (F(7,4) = 63.1;
p < 0.001). No effects were found for the interaction of Time
× Intensity for MEP peak-to-peak amplitude (F(7,4) = 0.68;
p = 0.74) and MEP AUC (F(7,4) = 0.36; p = 0.92) indicating
that the MEP increased proportionally for all stimulation
intensities.

The empirical data and the Boltzmann fit of the mean MEP
peak-to-peak amplitude (Figure 3A) and AUC (Figure 3C)
for pre- and post-intervention SRC revealed a significant

increase in corticospinal excitability between 110% and 150%
of RMT. In comparison to baseline, significant alterations were
observed in the Boltzmann parametersMEPmax (Figure 3B) and
MEPmaxarea (Figure 3D) but not for the S50/ S50area and the
slope parameters (k/m): MEPmax increased to 124% (p< 0.001)
and MEPmaxarea increased to 136% (p < 0.001) of the pre-
intervention baseline.

The empirical data and the Boltzmann parameters for the
subject with reversed effects are shown in Figure 4. A significant
decrease of corticospinal excitability could be observed between
110% and 150% of RMT for the MEP peak-to-peak amplitude
and between 110% and 145% of RMT for the MEP AUC.
MEPmax decreased to 88% (p = 0.047) of the pre-intervention
baseline while MEPmaxarea showed no significant change. S50,
Sarea50, k, and m increased to 121% (p < 0.001), 123%
(p < 0.001), 133% (p < 0.05) and 146% (p < 0.01) of the pre-
intervention baseline.

FIGURE 3 | Empirical data (dots represent average of each subject) and Boltzmann fit (lines) of (A,B) the mean motor-evoked potentials (MEP)
stimulus-response curves (SRCs; in µV) and (C,D) the area under the MEP curve (in µV∗ms) for pre-intervention (gray) and post-intervention (black)
for the subjects with increased cortico-spinal excitability. Each Boltzmann curve is paralleled by thin lines running above/below it that indicate the respective
95% confidence intervals. ∗∗p < 0.01.
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FIGURE 4 | Empirical data (dots represent single pulses) and Boltzmann fit (lines) of (A,B) the mean MEP SRCs (in µV) and (C,D) the area under the
MEP curve (in µV∗ms) for pre-intervention (gray) and post-intervention (black) for the subject with decreased cortico-spinal excitability. Each
Boltzmann curve is paralleled by thin lines running above/below it that indicate the respective 95% confidence intervals. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

Partial correlation analysis for the facilitator group revealed
a significant inverse correlation between the mean pre-post
increase of MEP peak-to-peak amplitude of each subject and the
respective mean β-modulation independent of the FES intensity
applied (r = −0.94, p = 0.03). In other words, the subjects
who achieved on average a higher amount of ERD during
the intervention underwent higher average MEP amplitude
increases after the intervention (Figure 5A). Additionally,
there was a significant inverse correlation (r = −0.91,
p = 0.04) between mean pre-post MEP AUC increase and
the mean β-modulation as well (Figure 5B) independent
of FES intensity applied. No significant correlation was
found between the task-related background muscle activity
and the MEP peak-to-peak amplitude and AUC. Partial
correlation analysis for the whole group including the non-
facilitator indicated large effect sizes for the interaction
between mean β-modulation and MEP peak-to-peak amplitude
(r = −0.54, p = 0.17) and MEP AUC (r = −0.75, p = 0.07)

as well, without reaching significance due to the small
sample size.

DISCUSSION

In the present pilot study, we examined whether the increase
of corticospinal excitability following PAS could be modulated
by brain self-regulation during the intervention. As in previous
applications of brain state-dependent TMS (Gharabaghi et al.,
2014a; Kraus et al., 2016b), kinesthetic MI was used in this
study, since the neuronal correlates activated during this
task are similar to those activated during motor execution
(Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 1997; Lotze et al., 1999; Neuper
et al., 2005; Kaiser et al., 2011). Furthermore, the task
increases corticospinal excitability (Ridding and Rothwell, 1999;
Stinear and Byblow, 2004; Stinear et al., 2006; Roosink and
Zijdewind, 2010) and decreases short intracortical inhibition
(SICI; Abbruzzese et al., 1999) in a muscle- and time-specific
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FIGURE 5 | Relation between the event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) of the feedback frequency (16–22 Hz) during the task calculated in
standard deviations (std) and the MEP peak-to-peak amplitude (A) and area under the curve (B) after the task. Each dot represents the mean MEP and
ERSP of one subject. Subjects who achieved on average more event-related desynchronization (ERD) during the task had higher average MEP amplitudes/MEP
areas after the intervention.

way (Stinear et al., 2006). MI-related brain self-regulation was
performed before and during PAS, since MI has been shown
to amplify FES related ERD when applied concurrently, but not
when triggering the peripheral stimulation only (Reynolds et al.,
2015).

We chose high-frequency, 3-s trains of FES of the EDC
muscle as the peripheral input of the pairing protocol. Our
aim was to achieve complete hand opening to maximize
the AF of TMS to M1, since stimulation length, intensity
and frequency influence the magnitude of conditioning
effects (for overview: Carson and Kennedy, 2013). If applied
repetitively, such an intervention per se would suffice
to increase corticospinal excitability, particularly when
paired with suprathreshold single-pulse TMS (Devanne
et al., 2009). Interestingly, however, in the present study,
this PAS protocol was further modulated by MI-related
β-ERD.

This intervention might be interpreted as a complementary
or an additive modulation of cortical interneuronal circuits
during the above combined stimulation protocol. Classical
fascillatory PAS protocols with an interstimulus interval (ISI)
of 25 ms (Stefan et al., 2000, 2004; Wolters et al., 2003)
decrease long-interval intracortical inhibition (LICI) and long-
latency afferent inhibition (LAI) without altering expressions
of short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI), intracortical
fascilitation (ICF) or short-latency afferent inhibition (SAI;
Carson and Kennedy, 2013). Increasing the latencies of PAS
may cause a concomitant loss of SAI and induce AF of
M1 circuits at an ISI of 28–35 ms (Mang et al., 2012) as
well as a decrease of SICI and an increase of ICF at an
ISI of 45–70 ms (Devanne et al., 2009). In this context,
additional decreases of SICI (Abbruzzese et al., 1999; Takemi
et al., 2013) during MI may mediate the brain state-dependent

increase of corticospinal excitability in the present PAS
protocol.

Neurofeedback tasks based onMI are known to be cognitively
demanding (Fels et al., 2015). The occurrence of different levels
of corticospinal excitability in our experiment could therefore
also be related to different attentional levels (Stefan et al., 2004).
Since volitional modulation of brain oscillations via MI requires
by definition a certain degree of attention, its influence on
the MEP changes cannot be completely ruled out. Given
that the induced changes of the SRC were captured after
the intervention in a state of rest, when no task was being
performed, suggests however a rather specific contribution
of the state of the sensorimotor loop on the PAS effects
(Figures 5A,B).

Studies in which peripheral stimulation is applied with
either passive movement or ES of the peroneal nerve timed to
the peak negativity of the movement-related cortical potential
during MI (Mrachacz-Kersting et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2014)
have demonstrated an increase in corticospinal excitability
that is independent of any additional cortical input, e.g., via
TMS. Interestingly, when MI was performed without peripheral
stimulation in these studies, no increase in corticospinal
excitability was found.

Future studies will therefore need to disentangle and
quantitatively compare the impact of different combinations
of pairing, i.e., MI with FES, MI with TMS, and MI with
FES and TMS, on corticospinal excitability. We hypothesize
that in all of these approaches MI-related depolarization
would stimulate the cortico-cortical connections to pyramidal
neurons, albeit the exact mechanisms of TMS, FES and
ERD still require clarification. In this context, decreased
intracortical inhibition via motor imagery-related ERD
(Takemi et al., 2013) would serve as presynaptic input for a
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Hebbian-like stimulation mechanism (Hebb, 1949; Kraus et al.,
2016b).

The results of the present study indicate that the β-ERD
brain state presents an appropriate conditioning paradigm
for closed-loop approaches, including PAS, which aim to
increase M1 excitability (Gharabaghi et al., 2014a; Kraus et al.,
2016a,b). Moreover, these findings are in line with recent
results indicating a correlation between β-modulation and MEP
following a brain-robot intervention (Kraus et al., 2016a) and
following a brain state-dependent TMS intervention (Kraus
et al., 2016b). These findings are also in accordance with
previous TMS studies which showed an inverse correlation
of MEP amplitude with β-band power (Schulz et al., 2014)
and an inverse correlation of intracortical inhibition with
the ERD level during MI (Takemi et al., 2013). A decrease
in intracortical inhibition, in turn, was shown to enhance
the effectiveness of α-motor neuron recruitment, i.e., the
corticospinal excitability (Devanne et al., 2002; Kouchtir-
Devanne et al., 2012).

To further clarify the neurophysiological mechanisms of
the increases observed in corticospinal excitability and indexed
by significant changes of the peak-to-peak SRC, we analyzed
changes of the area under the MEP curve. This enabled
us to disentangle whether the observed increase in MEP
peak-to-peak amplitude was mediated by more synchronous
firing of the stimulated neuronal population (Kraus et al.,
2016a), repetitive discharges of motor neurons or by the
recruitment of additional neurons (Z’Graggen et al., 2005;
Rösler et al., 2008). The observed increase in peak-to-peak
MEP amplitudes was paralleled by a significant increase
in the respective area under the MEP curve; a finding
that supports the concept that the increase in corticospinal
excitability is the result of the recruitment of additional
neurons (Magistris et al., 1998; Rösler et al., 2002). Moreover,
repetitive discharges of motor neurons cannot explain our
findings, since such phenomena have been reported during
additional pre-activation of the muscle only (Z’Graggen et al.,
2005). Since the MEP changes in the present study were
observed during rest (pre- and post-intervention), conventional
explanations, i.e., relating them to the background muscle
activity, a higher recruitment gain or trans-synaptic excitability
of the corticospinal pathway during movement are not
applicable either (Devanne et al., 1997). The increase in
corticospinal excitability at the plateau of the SRC therefore
probably reflects a shift of the balance between excitatory
and inhibitory components of the cortical circuitry due to
the additional recruitment of higher threshold corticospinal
neurons (Di Lazzaro et al., 1998a, 2008, 2012). One out
of six subjects in this study showed a completely different
SRC after the intervention, with a significant decrease in
corticospinal excitability. Although the underlying mechanism
is unclear, it might be related to the recruitment of different
interneuron networks, e.g., early vs. late I-waves (Hamada
et al., 2013; Wiethoff et al., 2014; McCambridge et al.,
2015).

With the goal of translating this approach to clinical
application in stroke patients with motor deficits, some

challenges remain to be considered. For example, self-
regulation of beta oscillations might be limited in this
patient group, since movement-related beta-ERD in the
ipsilesional primary cortex is more compromised in stroke
patients than in healthy controls, i.e., the more severe the
patient’s motor impairment, the less beta-ERD (Rossiter et al.,
2014).

Therefore, some patients may be unable to gain volitional
control of beta oscillations for such an intervention via
a standard EEG-based approach (Naros and Gharabaghi,
2015). This may be due to an extended cortical lesion and
distorted physiology. Epidural recordings of field potentials
might then facilitate the detection and neurofeedback training
of this physiological target (Gharabaghi et al., 2014b). Such
an approach closer to the neural signal source may also
induce clinical gains after a shorter period of therapy
than is usually applied with the standard EEG technique
(Gharabaghi et al., 2014c) and may even serve as a bi-directional
interface for concurrent brain stimulation (Gharabaghi et al.,
2014d).

This pilot study has limitations, which need to be addressed
in future trials. Similar to previous non-invasive stimulation
studies, we also observed facilitators and non-facilitators
with opposite effects following the intervention. In future,
studies on the brain state-dependency of PAS need to be
sufficiently powered to consider this inter-individual variability
of intervention responses. Such trial will also necessitate control
groups to validate the state-dependency of the present PAS
effects. Such a control group may include subjects who do not
perform MI or who perform MI of varying movements; other
control participants may be instructed to perform event-related
synchronization (ERS). Based on this pilot study, we speculate
that the group without MI would show no MEP changes and
that the ERS group would show a decrease of MEP after the
intervention.

In conclusion, we studied the impact of the brain state
on stimulation effects and showed that brain self-regulation
of β-ERD during PAS modulated corticospinal excitability that
persisted beyond the period of stimulation. These results could be
relevant for developing closed-loop therapeutic approaches such
as the application of brain state-dependent PAS in the context of
neurorehabilitation.
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